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MY PASSPORTMY PASSPORTMY PASSPORTMY PASSPORT

Me

What’s your name? 

How old are you? 

When’s your birthday? 

Where are you from? 

What languages do you speak at home? 

What’s the name of your school? 

Which class are you in? 

What’s your English teacher’s name? 

What languages 
do you know?

How long have 
you been learning 

this language?

Use the Common European Framework language scale on pages 30–31, or use:

✔✔= easy      ✔= OK      ✘ = diffi cult

How well 
do you know 

this language?

Reading

Listening

Speaking: 
interactioninteraction

Speaking: 
productionproduct

Writing

When and how 

do you use this 

language?

Have you done 
any exams in this 

language?

English
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MY BIOGRAPHYMY BIOGRAPHYMY BIOGRAPHYMY BIOGRAPHY

Remember to update this section after each unit test. Look at your scores for each section 
of the test and assess yourself:
✔✔ I can do this!
✔ I can do this, but I need some more practice.
✘ I need to practise this.

• Use the scores from your Diagnostic test.

Reading

I can understand a short text about a student from a different country. 

Vocabulary

I can use classroom vocabulary. 

I can describe daily activities and free-time activities. 

Grammar

I can use the present simple. 

I can use there is and there are to describe a scene. 

I can use can to talk about abilities. 

I can form singular and plural nouns. 

I can use a and an with nouns. 

Listening

I can understand a short dialogue about a school day. 

Speaking

I can participate in a short dialogue about a school day. 

Writing

I can correct grammatical errors in sentences. 

I can write a short text about myself. 

Extra

For the Welcome unit, I have completed:

My Dossier 

Workbook 
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• Write the names of people in your family on the tree.

• Complete the table about the people in your family.

Name Who Age Likes and dislikes

is my  
is my  

is my  

is my  

is my  

is my  

is my  is my  

222MY DOSSIERMY DOSSIERMY DOSSIERMY DOSSIER
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• Write about your family. Use capital letters. You can publish this on your webpage.

Your parents 

Your pets

Introduce your family and pets

Your brothers and sisters

I’ve got/I haven’t got a big family. 
My sister’s name’s …
He’s/She’s … years old.
He/She likes … but he/she doesn’t like …
I’ve got a pet … 
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